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Abstract: Ad hoc on demand distance vector (AODV) is a routing protocol for Mobile Ad hoc networks. 
An ad hoc network is a collection of moveable nodes which works without the need of any centralized 
base station or any infrastructure. AODV is one of the widely used routing protocol and this protocol is 
under intensive research and development. Manets are highly vulnerable to threats and hacking attacks 
due to lack of any centralized station. In this review Paper the problem of securing mobile ad hoc 
networks routing protocol is verified and analyzed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Manets are one of the innovations that recently came into existence in the field of wireless networking. Manets 
have a special feature that other wireless systems lacks i.e. they have the feature of self configuring and self 
management. There is no requirement of any type of existing infrastructure. But a major security hole in this 
network is that they are easily vulnerable to many types of attacks due lack of any centralized controller. In 
Manets nodes are designed to transfer packets between them. Each node helps other nodes to transfer of packets 
from one node to another. For the transmission of packets routing protocols are used. Routing protocols are 
responsible for transmission of data packets from one location to another. As compared with the wired networks 
each node in Manets acts as a route due to this each node is accessible to another node and also to the attacker 
who wants to attack on the network. There are two types of routing protocols available Reactive and Proactive. 
In proactive routing each node exchanges the routing information to the another node in a believe that each node 
always knows the current route to all the other nodes. But in reactive protocol the routing information among the 
nodes is transferred only when it is needed by other nodes. Manets are vulnerable to various types of attacks on 
different layers some of the attacks are signal jamming, sniffing, packet dropping, flooding, denial of service. A 
single solution cannot resolve all types of attacks. So I suggest a method to encrypt the packets using the 
cryptographic techniques so that even if an attacker attacks on the network and may able to capture the data 
packets he only gets the encrypted packets and further investigation is to be done by the attacker to decrypt 
those data packets. AODV protocol supports both unicast and multicast data transfers. AODV has borrowed the 
concept of destination sequence number from another routing protocol called as DSV. The algorithm of this 
protocol creates routes between the nodes only when the routes are requested by the nodes 

II. PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE 

The architecture of mobile ad hoc networks consists of three type of technologies: 

 Enabling Technologies 
 Networking 
 Middleware and Applications 

Enabling Technologies:- These technologies consist of network topologies like BAN,PAN and WLAN. 

BAN: Ban is known as Body Area Network. This type of network consists of devices connected to each other 
like headphones connected with computer or any Bluetooth devices etc. the communication range of Ban is 1 to 
2 meters. 

PAN: Pan is known as Personal Area Network. This type of network consists of devices like wireless audio 
systems etc. the communication range of this type of network is 12- 15 meters. 

WLAN: Wlan is known as wireless local area network. This type of network consists of devices that are 
connected to internet by using the wireless microwaves. The communication range of this network is `100 to 
500 meters. 

Networking: Manets uses the basic functionalities of the wireless networks. The wireless network is redesigned 
to make the complete architecture of the Manets. The networking protocols are used for the one hop 
transmission services that are capable of sending data packets from one user to another user or from one user to 
multiple users at the same time. For successful transmission of data network has to create a end to end 
communication between the sender and the receiver. 
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Middleware and Applications: In the past few years the use of Manets has increased in the field of military 
and non military services. Rapid increase in research and development of Manets has been noticed in the past 
years. The financial Private industry as well as public industry are working for the creation of standards for the 
Manets. With the growth of new technologies like wifi, Bluetooth etc. manets are also the one which needs 
further development. The Mantes have proved themselves successfully in the case of emergency services like 
flooding, earthquake etc. the flexibility of Manets make them to use in the place of other services like Personal 
Area Network, Education services, commercial services and sensor Networks etc. 

III. LAYERS USED IN MANETS 

Application Layer: This layer is used to run services on the network. The  attacks that are created on this layer  
are 

DoS, worms, SQL injections and viruses etc. 

Transport Layer: Transport layer is used for the maintenance of session between two communication devices, 
Session hijacking could occur in this layer that can result in an attacker taking over the session. The attacks that 
can occur on this layer are Session hijacking and covert channel. 

Network Layer: Network layer is used for packet forwarding. The attacks on network layer is possible due to  
vulnerabilities in routing protocols. The attacks that can occur on this layer are Flooding, Packet Dropping and 
Denial of Service.  

MAC Layer: Medium access is the important layer used in Manets. Mac layer is placed between the Data link 
Layer and the Physical layer. This layer provides channel access control mechanisms. The attacks that can be 
done on this layer are signal jamming and sniffing. The encryption technique can be used on mac layer to 
prevent the attacks on this layer. 

 
Figure. 1 

IV. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

From the perspective of a system client, the essential security concerns are protection and information honesty. 
Clients need confirmation so that nobody can screen on their sessions and the information that is sent over the 
correspondence connection is not get altered. This is normally accomplished by utilizing encryption methods. 
From the administration supplier's perspective, a vital security thought is avoiding unapproved access to the 
system administrations. This is done utilizing solid confirmation and access control procedures. The 
administration supplier's have to avert misrepresentation ought to be adjusted against the impairment of the 
client. Security is an imperative thought in any correspondence framework. In Networking, There are number of 
directing conventions that chooses the courses for proficient and solid correspondence with no loss of bundles 
and privacy of parcels conveyance. The conventions productivity and security relies on upon various 
parameters, for example, end-to-end Delay, and so on. MAnets encodes neither the MAC headers nor the MAC 
administration messages. Along these lines, an aggressor, as an aloof audience of channel, can recover profitable 
data from decoded Packets. Listening in of administration messages may uncover system topology to the 
aggressor, representing a basic risk to the framework 

V. OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH WORK 
 To Implement the MAnet’s Network Security of MAC Layer using Cryptography. 
 To implement the RSA Cryptographic Technique in Network Data Transmission 
 To analyze the Packet Delivery Ratio. 
 To Obtain Throughput of different Network Scenarios. 

VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

NS2 Simulator is utilized as a Simulation Tool. Concurring the general system engineering of MAnets all the 
correspondence happens on Mobility Model that speak to the development of versatile Model to the 
development of portable versatile hubs, and how their area, speed and acceleration changes after some time. In 
this examination paper I will design a system of MAnets in NS2 which includes Nodes that transmit information 
to each other and AODV is utilized as routing Protocol likewise RSA cryptographic calculation is utilized to 
secure the system and maintain a strategic distance from the unapproved access to the system. 
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 Implementation of the network scenario on MAC Layer using different nodes/users. 
  Implementation of security algorithm on the network such as RSA.  
 For Security Algorithm calculation of variation in values of different nodes, observing the different 

values for particular protocol. 
 Generation of graphs for each parameter and comparison of results. 

VII. SIMULATOR COMPARIOSN 

I will compare the performance of Network the help of ns-2 simulator and evaluate multiple nodes to be used in 
the network. The parameters are as follows: 

Throughput 

Throughput refers to the amount of information that can be exchanged from  one area to another area in a given 
measure of time. It is used to quantify the execution of RAM hard drives, as well as Internet and system 
associations. For instance, a hard drive that has a most extreme exchange rate of 1000 Mbps has double the 
throughput of a drive that can just exchange information at 500 Mbps. Thus, a 54 Mbps remote association has 
approximately 5 times as much throughput as a 11 Mbps association. Be that as it may, the genuine information 
exchange pace might be restricted by different variables, for example, the Internet association speed and other 
system movement. Along these lines, it regards recollect that the greatest throughput of a gadget or system 
altogether higher than the genuine throughput accomplished in ordinary use. 

Packet Delivery Ratio 

Packet delivery ratio is characterized as the proportion of information parcels got by the destinations to those 
produced by the sources. Scientifically, it can be characterized as: PDR= S1÷ S2 Where, S1 is the whole of 
information parcels got by the every destination and S2 is the entirety of information bundles produced by the 
every Source. 

VIII. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Y. Hu, A. Perrig  et al. has described the information about conceivable assaults in systems and security issues. 
They presented that wormhole assault is a serious assault in specially appointed systems that is especially testing 
to shield against. The wormhole assault is conceivable regardless of the fact that the assailant has not confiliate 
any hosts and regardless of the possibility that all correspondence gives credibility and privacy. In wormhole 
assault, the assailant records parcels at one area in the system, burrows them perhaps to another area, and 
retransmits them again into the system. The wormhole assault can frame a genuine danger in remote systems, 
particularly in numerous impromptu system directing conventions and area based remote security frameworks. 
The vast majority of the current impromptu system steering conventions would be not able discover courses 
longer than maybe a couple jumps, extremely disturbing correspondence henceforth displays another and 
general instrument, called bundle chains, for identifying and along these lines protecting against wormhole 
assaults. 

JJ Garcia-Luna et. al. describes the ROAM which is an on-interest directing calculation that keeps up different 
circle free ways to destinations. They clarified that every switch keeps up passages just for those destinations for 
which information courses through the switch, which decreases storage room and the measure of transmission 
capacity expected to keep up right steering tables. They clarified ROAM that it courses are set up and kept up on 
interest utilizing diffusing calculations. A switch does not send redesigns for dynamic targets, unless its 
separation to them increments past a given edge .ROAM keeps up state that tells switches when an objective is 
inaccessible and keeps switches from sending pointless hunt parcels endeavoring to discover ways to an 
inaccessible target. Wander is appeared to merge in a limited time after a discretionary grouping of topological 
changes is appeared to be without circle at each moment. The time and correspondence complexities of ROAM 
are broke down. 

Satoshi Kurosawa et. al. describes the Black opening assault which is one of the conceivable assaults in 
impromptu systems. In a Black gap assault, a contaminated hub taints a destination hub b by sending a mock 
course answer parcel to a source hub that starts a course disclosure then the malevolent hub can deny the activity 
from the source hub. With a specific end goal to keep this sort of assault, it is essential to identify the variation 
occurs during the assault. In traditional plans recognition is accomplished by characterizing the typical state. Be 
that as it may, in portable specially appointed systems where the system topology changes progressively so 
static preparing strategy couldn't be utilized productively. In this paper, they propose a recognition plan utilizing 
dynamic preparing strategy which can upgrade the preparation information at general time interims.  

Prashant B et. al. described a very simple and effective way of providing security in AODV against black hole 
attack. The execution of the AODV drops under the nearness of black hole assault. The counteractive action 
plan distinguishes the pernicious hubs and keeps it from the dynamic information sending and in addition 
routing and responds by sending ALARM parcel to its neighbors. DPRAODV builds PDR with least increment 
in Average End to end Delay and standardized Routing Overhead. 
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Vishnu K  et.al described the Black hole and gray hole assault in Mobile adhoc system. Portable specially 
appointed systems (MANET) are broadly utilized as a part of spots where framework office is low or not 
present. Various individuals with mobile devices may interface together to frame an expansive gathering. This 
progressively changing system topology of MANETs makes it defenseless for an extensive variety of attacks. In 
this paper they proposed complete convention for recognition and expulsion of networking Black/Gray Holes. 

K. Lakshmi  et.al. described the AODV routing protocol and altered the AODV record for Black hole assault 
usage and investigation. In Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET), it comprises of an accumulation of remote 
portable hosts without the required intercession of any framework or incorporated access point, for example, 
base station. The dynamic topology of MANET permits hubs to join and leave the system at their own will. 
Remote MANET is especially powerless because of its central elements, for example, open medium, 
appropriated collaboration, dynamic topology and obliged ability. So security in MANET is a mind boggling 
issue. The directing conventions build up the courses between the hubs in the system. The control of the 
administration of hubs in the MANET is dispersed. This element does not give certification towards the security 
of the MAnets. There are numerous routing assaults brought on because of absence of security. They endeavor 
to concentrate on enhancing the security of the well known routing protocol for MANET i.e. the Adhoc on 
Demand Distance Vector (AODV). The given arrangement is that fit for identifying and expelling black hole 
nodes in the MANET toward the starting stage itself immediately. 

Morli Pandya et. al. describe that the security of the ad hoc system routing protocol is still an open issue and 
wants more research in profound. This paper considers the vulnerabilities and assaults on convention AODV. 
The investigation demonstrates that AODV gives great execution with sensible overhead and flexibility to both 
movement load and host versatility, the on-interest property likewise contains some security insufficiencies. It 
permits the noxious host to assault the system continuously. It is more hard to find the wellsprings of the false 
data. The proactive property likewise has a few impediments. The trading of courses empowers the false 
directing data to spread inside a more extensive territory. The tainted host can lead various assaults in the same 
directing bundle. Since this convention incline toward the new courses which are exceptionally recognized by 
extensive arrangement numbers, the assaults on destination succession have more extreme effects than the 
assaults on separation vector. 

Jai Shree Mehta et. al. has described another wave in the field of data innovation called MANET. We have 
seen headway in the field of web because of the remote systems administration innovations. It offers ascend to 
numerous new applications. In the previous couple of decades, we have seen the headway in the field of remote 
systems. The developing abilities of mobile devices have given another bearing to the web, which diminished 
the expense and permit us to utilize base remote systems and framework less remote systems like Mobile Ad 
hoc Wireless Network. We have likewise portrayed its engineering, points of interest and some issues. There is 
probably MANET is advancement pattern for what's to come. 

Arunima Saini et. al. describes that A blackhole assault is a kind of denial of service assault in which a router 
that should hand-off  parcels disposes of them. At the point when the parcels achieve this malevolent hub, they 
just vanish, in actuality, they are said to have been vanished into a blackhole in the universe. Truth be told, the 
blackhole hub imitates the destination hub by sending a parodied course answer bundle to the source hub that 
have started the course disclosure, consequently deny the parcels from the source hub. Blackhole assaults can 
back off the system to extraordinary degree by dropping out the parcels to be sent to the destination hub. These 
assaults can be prevented  by using  productive methods, for example, network system strategy, AODV based 
plans and so forth and could be connected to a system extending from couple of hubs to bigger number of hubs. 
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